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Core Principles underpinning this course

• Respecting each other and those unseen helpers from the spirit world who

will be working with us

• Maintaining honesty and integrity at all times

• Cultivating the desire to progress spiritually for the purpose of  using our

abilities in service to others for the higher good

• Cultivating a disciplined approach to development both within the sessions

and in-between sessions

• Abstaining from all intoxicating substances before and during sessions

• Refraining from speaking to non-participants about our work until the

course is completed, thus retaining the energies generated by each session

within our own auric field

• Working always from our heart centre, in love
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Transcognitive Spirituality - The Course: An Introduction

Thank you for considering purchasing your course of  eight, one hourly One 2 One Zoom sessions with me - I am

looking forward to working with you to deepen your understanding and further enhance your spirituality.

To give you a brief  background, I developed my own abilities as a Trance Medium during the mid-to-late 1970's

and began working publicly in Spiritualist Churches and other centres in August 1979, something that I have done

continuously to the present day. I have also demonstrated several times in Denmark and also in Ireland. My main guide is

White Feather who imparts philosophy and answers questions through me to what is generally regarded as a very high

standard. I am also clairvoyant/clairaudient and clairsentient and in addition I am also a qualified Hypnotherapist and NLP

Practitioner, having qualified in 1996 with British Hypnosis Research (Dip. EH. P. NLP (BHR). In addition I have also under-

taken numerous private sittings (well into the 1000's) and one-to-one spiritual coaching as well as running numerous

development groups. I have also organised and run three White Feather Gatherings which took the form of  Seminars, with

guest speakers and demonstrators from across Europe as well as numerous workshops in various centres. Along with my

wife Amanda, 7 books of  White Feather teachings have been published and I have also written and published three other

books 'Transcognitive Spirituality' (March 2013), Light: The Divine Intelligence (2016) and A Life in Trance (2020).

I have also, by request, demonstrated several times at The Arthur Findlay College, Stansted and either shared the

platform with or worked alongside many fine mediums including Gordon Higginson, Albert Best, Doris Collins, Coral Polge,

Mary Duffy, Gerard Smith, Mavis Pitti lla, Glyn Edwards, Ursula Roberts and others. I was also a close friend to former SNU

President Eric Hatton and shared the platform with him many times, both at AFC and his own church, Stourbridge.

The idea for these development sessions was born out of  a long held desire to follow up my highly successful

2013 book Transcognitive Spirituality with an online course that people could really get their teeth into! I know that the

book was challenging for some, but based on the feedback that I’ve had, there is a desire to know more. At the time of

publication I did undertake a few public lectures that were well attended, but with the onset of  online platforms such as

Zoom, coupled with the ongoing gobal situation resulting in more opportunities to reach a wider market via the internet,

now is the ideal time to offer this course.

Please read through this brief  guide and familiarise yourself  with the nature and content of  what we’ll be discussing.

You may wish to make your own notes for anything that you’d like to focus on or know more about during the sessions.

Although there are certain essential aspects that I believe have to be covered, there is also room for some flexibility and I

would emphasise that because we are undertaking online sessions, the course is very much tailored to you. You will not

only be able to ask questions and make your own suggestions during online sessions but in addition, also email me if  you

require more help.

So lets get started and enjoy working together.

Kind regards,

Robert
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Session 1

These are some of  the points we will consider in our opening session:

* The ‘reality’ inside your head

• The deception of  perception

• How the brain downloads and decodes information from the waveform state

• Consciousness and the mind/body connection

• Holographic memory

• The Holographic universe

• The world view

My Notes
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Session 2

These are some of  the points we will consider in our second session:

• The language of  transformation

• Self  Talk

• How language and words speak to our DNA

• DNA code

• Language as a manifestation of  consciousness

• Programming with words

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 3

These are some of  the points we will consider in our third session:

• Quantum Leaps

• Expanding our awareness of  quantum physics

• Levels of  reality and planes of  existence

• Resonant fields

• Chakras

• Light & biophoton emissions 

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 4

These are some of  the points we will consider in our fourth session:

• Lives within Lives

• The Implicit Order & the Hierarchy of  realities

• Evolving Consciousness

• Energy Curves & Synchronicity

• Soul Group concepts

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 5

These are some of  the points we will consider in our fifth session:

• The nature of  ‘Time’

• Accessing Linear and Non-Linear Time

* Open & Closed systems

• The arrow of  time

• Time as a ‘movement of  consciousness’

• It’s all happening ‘Now’ - but how long is ‘Now’?

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 6

These are some of  the points we will consider in our sixth session:

• Constructing a universe

• Zero Point Field

• Virtual Particles & The Mandelbrot Set

• The Holographic Universe

• Sacred Geometry

• The work of  Itzhak Bentov

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 7

These are some of   the points we will consider in our seventh session:

• The Heart of  Life - how the human heart ‘thinks’

• The Heart Field

• Coherence

• Geopathic Stress

* The Schumann Resonance & Schumann Wave

* The Coherent Breathing Technique

• Goals and exercises for the week - things that will assist us until the next session

My Notes
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Session 8

These are some of   the points we will consider in our final session:

• Emerging horizons

• Progression of  the human race

• Precursors of  evolutionary change

• Savants

* The nature of  Awareness

* The placeless place

• Summary of  the course and final feedback

My Notes



Advisory Notes to the online sessions

Robert Goodwin

As the author of  this course, I strongly recommend following the procedures as closely as possible without

attempting to skip any sections or jump ahead in the belief  that it will save time. Each session has been carefully designed

to help the aspirant to unfold their mediumship in a safe and proper way and should be followed exactly as directed.

I have deliberately kept the intellectual content of  this course to a minimum because I believe that mediumship can

never be an academic subject. No one can actually teach another to become a medium and no amount of  study will ever

produce mediumistic ability if  it does not already lie within the individual. This course and sessions, like mediumship itself

are always ‘a work in progress’ and no results can ever be guaranteed.

In short, there is no substitute for ‘hands on’ development or sitting in a well run, closed development  circle. Whilst

it is possible to develop alone, I do not recommend this in the long term.. There is nothing as helpful as the support of

other sitters and the strength of  the group environment and I would encourage every dedicated, aspiring medium to find

such a group. My own initial development took place in such a closed circle over several years and it was time well spent. I

would also suggest that the following books are considered as aids to this course, all of  which are available from Amazon

in electronic format:

Truth from the White Brotherhood - Robert Goodwin

The Golden Thread - Robert Goodwin

Answers for an Enquiring Mind - Robert Goodwin & Amanda Terrado

In the presence of White Feather - Robert & Amanda Goodwin

The Collected Wisdom of White Feather - Robert & Amanda Goodwin

The Enlightened Soul - Robert & Amanda Goodwin

The Infinite Stream - Robert  Goodwin

Transcognitive Spirituality - Robert Goodwin

Light: The Divine Intelligence - Robert Goodwin

A Life in Trance: Fifty Years as the medium of White Feather - Robert Goodwin


